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Single-electron wavefunctions, or orbitals, are the mathematical constructs used to describe the multi-electron wavefunction of
molecules. Because the highest-lying orbitals are responsible for chemical properties, they are of particular interest. To observe
these orbitals change as bonds are formed and broken is to observe the essence of chemistry. Yet single orbitals are difficult to
observe experimentally, and until now, this has been impossible on the timescale of chemical reactions. Here we demonstrate that
the full three-dimensional structure of a single orbital can be imaged by a seemingly unlikely technique, using high harmonics
generated from intense femtosecond laser pulses focused on aligned molecules. Applying this approach to a series of molecular
alignments, we accomplish a tomographic reconstruction of the highest occupied molecular orbital of N2. The method also allows
us to follow the attosecond dynamics of an electron wave packet.

The electrons that make up molecules are organized by energy in
orbitals1,2. Although total electron density in molecules is routinely
measured by X-ray diffraction or electron scattering, only two
methods are able to ‘see’ the highest occupied molecular orbitals
(HOMOs)—electron momentum spectroscopy and scanning tun-
nelling microscopy. Electron momentum spectroscopy3 is an (e, 2e)
scattering technique that can determine the radially averaged
density of the outermost valence electrons. Scanning tunnelling
microscopy4 gives the electron density, distorted by surface states.
We show that high harmonic emission from molecules5–11 allows the
three-dimensional shape of the highest electronic orbital to be
measured, including the relative phase of components of the
wavefunction. Our results may be compared with predictions of
the various models that are used to describe many-electron sys-
tems12, such as the Hartree–Fock, the Kohn–Sham and the Dyson
approaches.

If we can measure orbitals with femtosecond laser technology, we
can also observe orbital changes occurring on the timescale of
chemical reactions. The next challenge will be to measure attosecond
bound-state electron dynamics. We show that imaging orbitals can
be extended to imaging coherent electron motion in atoms or
molecules. Quantum mechanically, electron motion is described
by a coherent superposition of electronic states. This is the closest
that quantum mechanics allows to imaging the ‘Bohr orbital
motion’ of electrons.

Tomographic imaging of a molecular orbital is achieved in three
crucial steps. (1) Alignment of the molecular axis in the laboratory
frame. (2) Selective ionization of the orbital. (3) Projection of the
state onto a coherent set of plane waves.

Alignment of gas-phase molecules
Computed tomography refers to the technology of retrieving
sectional images of an object, such as a human body, from a series
of one-dimensional projections13. For a projection direction fixed in
the laboratory frame, the object must be rotated. Thus, we begin by
discussing how molecules can be aligned14.

A relatively intense, non-resonant laser pulse induces a Stark
shift of the ground state of molecules that depends on the angle of
the molecular axis to the laser polarization15. It has been demon-
strated that gas-phase molecules can be aligned adiabatically16,
aligned in three dimensions17 or oriented18. We use non-adiabatic

alignment19,20. It results in field-free alignment of linear molecules
well after the aligning pulse has terminated. A 60-fs laser pulse
produces a rotational wave packet in N2. This wave packet periodi-
cally rephases, giving periods when the molecular axes are aligned in
space. The probe pulse coincides with the first half-revival at 4.1 ps
(ref. 20). The degree of angular alignment is good enough to see a
difference in the harmonic spectra for a 58 rotation of the alignment
direction.

High harmonic generation from molecules
High harmonics are produced by ionizing atoms or molecules. We
choose to operate in the tunnel ionization regime21 because the rate of
tunnel ionization depends exponentially on the ionization potential.
Hence the orbital with the lowest ionization potential (the HOMO in
an unexcited molecule) is preferentially selected. This is the second
requirement for tomographic imaging of a single molecular orbital.

The third requirement for tomography is that we can take a series
of projected images of the molecular orbital. For this we record
high harmonic emission generated from the molecule itself. High
harmonics have been extensively studied from atoms, whereas
harmonics from molecules have been studied with isotropic distri-
butions5,6 or with weak alignment7. It has been observed8–11 both
experimentally and numerically, that harmonic emission from
aligned molecules is sensitive to both the alignment angle and
to the spatial structure of the electronic wavefunction. These
observations provide the basis for our analysis.

High harmonic generation is understood using the three-step
quasi-static model22—(1) tunnel ionization by an intense low-
frequency laser field, (2) acceleration of the free electron, and (3)
re-collision. Tunnel ionization coherently transfers a part of the
bound-state electron wavefunction to the continuum. Once free, the
strong laser field dominates the motion of the continuum electron
wave packet. First it propagates away from the molecule (Fig. 1a)
and is then driven back after the field reverses its direction. Figure 1b
shows the re-colliding wave packet expanding laterally. By the time
of re-collision, the electron wave packet has a typical transverse 1/e
width of 9 Å for 800-nm laser fields23,24. Because the wave packet is
much larger than the size of small molecules (typically ,1 Å,
shown by the lines in Fig. 1b), the molecule sees essentially a
plane electron wave re-colliding. We will see that the planar nature
of the re-collision electron allows us to experimentally retrieve a
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one-dimensional projection of the ground-state wavefunction.
The laser field shears the initial continuum wave packet in such a

way that the low kinetic energy (long de Broglie wavelength) part of
the wave packet re-collides first. Over the next half laser period, it
chirps to high kinetic energy (short wavelength) and then back to
low energy25. In our experiment, the highest-energy electron has a
wavelength of ,1.5 Å. This wavelength is related to the high
harmonic cut-off. The broad range of electron wavelengths allows
us to experimentally retrieve the spatial shape of the bound-state
wavefunction.

Figure 2 illustrates the final step in the harmonic generation
process. Figure 2a shows a bound-state wavefunction, W g. A
fraction of the electron wavefunction tunnels from this orbital.
The re-colliding electron wave packet, W c, shown as a plane wave in
Fig. 2b, overlaps the remaining portion of the initial wavefunction.
The coherent addition of the two wavefunctions induces a dipole,
seen as the asymmetric localization of electron density in Fig. 2c.
The induced dipole oscillates as the continuum wavefunction
propagates. It is this oscillating dipole that emits high harmonic
radiation. The instantaneous frequency of the oscillating dipole is
related to the electron kinetic energy by "q ¼ Ek (refs 22, 25). In
other words, the electron wave packet and the emitted photons are

related by energy conservation, and are mutually coherent. We do
not use the more usual expression22, "q¼ Ek þ Ip, where Ip is the
ionization potential and Ek is the instantaneous kinetic energy of
the electron in the continuum at the time of re-collision calculated
for a delta function potential, because here we are concerned with
the electron kinetic energy seen by the bound-state electron
wavefunction.

Formally, we are measuring the transition dipole moment from
the highest occupied state to a set of continuum wavefunctions.
Mathematically, the harmonic spectrum from a single atom or
molecule is given by the Fourier transform of the dipole accelera-
tion26. We relate the dipole acceleration spectrum to the dipole
moment using the slowly varying envelope approximation (see
Methods section). The spectral intensity (I) and phase of harmonics
(f) at frequency q can respectively be written as I(q) / q4jd(q)j2

and f(q) ¼ arg[d(q)], where the transition dipole moment in the
spectral domain is d(q) ¼ a[k(q)]

R
wg(r)(er)exp[ik(q)x]dr. Here

the electron wave packet seen by the molecule is expanded in a
superposition of plane waves as W c ¼

R
a(k)exp[ik(q)x]dk, k(q) is

the wavenumber (momentum) of the electron corresponding to
harmonic frequency q, and a[k(q)] is its complex amplitude25.
A similar approach was taken by Sanpera et al.27, who divided
the electron wavefunction into bound and continuum parts and
modelled the continuum part as a gaussian wave packet. Provided
that a[k(q)] is known, then measuring the harmonic spectrum—its
amplitude, phase and polarization—is equivalent to measuring this
integral, evaluated for different k(q). This is an experimental
determination of the one-dimensional spatial Fourier transform
of rwg(r).

Experimentally, we concentrate on a specific molecule, N2. High

Figure 2 Illustration of a dipole induced by the superposition of a ground-state

wavefunction wg and a re-colliding plane wave packet wc. a, Bound-state wavefunction

(for example, H atom, 1 s). b, The real part of the superposition of the bound-state

wavefunction wg and the continuum plane wave wc. c, The total electron density

distribution jwg þ wcj
2. The superposition of the two wavefunctions induces a dipole d(t )

as shown by the red arrow. As the wave packet propagates, the induced dipole oscillates

back and forth and leads to the emission of harmonics.

Figure 1 Illustration of the tunnel ionization process from an aligned molecule. a, The

orange line on the potential surface is an isopotential contour slightly above the energy

level of the bound state at the peak of the field amplitude. The opening of the contour

shows the saddle point region where the bound-state electron wavefunction will tunnel

through to the continuum. The lateral spread of the electron wave packetwc is determined

by the width of the saddle point region Dr that depends on the molecular alignment. The

wave packet expands in the lateral direction during propagation in the continuum because

of the initial momentum spread Dp given by the uncertainty principle, Dp < h/Dr.

b, Illustration of the re-colliding wave packet seen by a molecule (the real part of the wave

packet Re[wc(x ¼ 0, t )] is shown). The kinetic energy at the time of re-collision is taken

from the classical trajectory, and determines the instantaneous frequency of the wave

packet as seen by the molecule. The lateral spread is calculated by the free expansion of a

gaussian wave packet with an initial 1/e full width of 1 Å.
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harmonics are generated with a 30-fs, 2 £ 1014 W cm22, 800-nm,
horizontally polarized probe pulse in a ,1017 cm23 molecular gas
jet described in the Methods section. The molecular alignment axis
is rotated relative to the polarization of the probe pulse.

The probe pulse intensity was kept as low as possible to avoid
saturation or depletion of the ground state. The molecular beam
thickness was less than 1 mm and the laser focus was before the
beam—conditions that minimize phase mismatch and select only
the short electron trajectories28.

Figure 3 shows the intensities of each harmonic as the laser
polarization is rotated from 0 to 908 (in steps of 58) with respect to
the molecular axis. The intensity contrast between 0 and 908 exceeds
an order of magnitude for some harmonics. We use these data to
reconstruct the molecular orbital of N2. Also shown is the spectrum
from the reference atom, argon, recorded under conditions identical
to those for the nitrogen.

Calibrating the continuum wave packet
As discussed above, the harmonic spectrum is an experimental
evaluation of the dipole, d(q). If we could evaluate the plane-wave
amplitude a[k(q)] independently, then our measurement would
determine

R
wg(r)(er)exp[ik(q)x]dr—that is, the spatial Fourier

components of rwg(r). One way to do this is to perform the same
experiment with a reference atom.

Argon is very similar to N2 in its response to strong laser fields,
having nearly the same ionization potential and intensity-depen-
dent ionization probability6. This is confirmed by the dependence of
the instantaneous ionization rates29 for atoms, and for different
orientations of N2 (ref. 30). That means that the first, critical, step in
the three-step high harmonic generation process is the same.
Because the laser field dominates wave packet motion in the
direction of the laser field, the second step, which determines the
chirp of the re-colliding wave packets seen by Ar or N2, will be
the same. Thus, a[k(q)] will be the same.

The continuum wave packet will also be similar for Ar and N2.
The narrow saddle point through which the electron tunnels acts as
a spatial filter that removes much of the structure of the orbital from
the continuum wave packet. This can be seen in numerical simu-
lations31. By measuring the ellipticity dependence of the high
harmonic signal24 produced by N2 and argon, we confirmed that
the lateral spread of the wave packets is similar. The ionization rate
of N2 is angle-dependent30,32, but is readily measured from the ion
yield, and varies only by 25% for N2 (ref. 33). This variation is
almost cancelled by the angular dependence of the wave-packet

spread in the lateral direction23. Thus we use the harmonic spectrum
from argon to determine ja[k(q)]j without including the angular
dependence of tunnel ionization rate and wave-packet spread in the
continuum.

Tomographic reconstruction of the orbital
We have shown that (1) tunnel ionization, owing to its nonlinearity,
is extremely selective29,30. In N2, it ionizes only the highest electronic
state—the HOMO. And (2), the harmonic spectra contain a range
of spatial Fourier components of the shape of this single orbital. We
have recorded the harmonic spectra at a series of angles between the
molecular axis and the re-colliding electron. We now show that we
can invert this information to obtain the shape of the orbital.

The Fourier slice theorem13 proves that the Fourier transform of
a projection P v is equal to a cut at angle v through the two-
dimensional Fourier transform F of the object. This is the basis of
computed tomography based on the inverse Radon transform. Our
dipole is the Fourier transform of a projection of the wavefunction,
and so can be inverted.

We describe the mathematical details of the tomographic recon-
struction in the Methods section. This procedure can reconstruct
orbital shapes with symmetries such as jg, pg and pu, using
harmonics 17–51 of an 800-nm laser field and 25 angles from 08
to 1808 (fewer angles are needed for symmetric molecules).

A complete inversion of a general orbital requires knowledge of
the relative phase and amplitude of each harmonic for two ortho-

Figure 3 High harmonic spectra were recorded for N2 molecules aligned at 19 different

angles between 0 and 908 relative to the polarization axis of the laser. For clarity, only

some of the angles have been plotted above. The high harmonic spectrum from argon is

also shown; argon is used as the reference atom. Clearly the spectra depend on both the

alignment angle and shape of the molecular orbital.

Figure 4 Molecular orbital wavefunction of N2. a, Reconstructed wavefunction of the

HOMO of N2. The reconstruction is from a tomographic inversion of the high harmonic

spectra taken at 19 projection angles. Both positive and negative values are present, so

this is a wavefunction, not the square of the wavefunction, up to an arbitrary phase. b, The

shape of the N2 2p jg orbital from an ab initio calculation. The colour scales are the same

for both images. c, Cuts along the internuclear axis for the reconstructed (dashed) and

ab initio (solid) wavefunctions.
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gonal polarizations. Although we measured only the amplitude (the
phase of each harmonic can be directly measured28) the relative
phase of the harmonics is known from first principles. As with any
classical or quantum resonance, a phase jump of p occurs as the
driving (electron) frequency moves across resonance. Calculations
by Hay et al.9 show minimum harmonic signal and a p phase jump
at the 25th harmonic for 08 when the re-collision electron wave-
length resonates with the projected molecular dimension. We
assume a phase jump of p where the measured dipole of N2 goes
through a minimum, corresponding to a change of sign of the
dipole. This occurs at the 25th harmonic.

The reconstructed molecular orbital of N2 is shown in Fig. 4a,
based upon the 19 projections. It can be compared with the ab initio
orbital calculation of the N2 2p jg orbital. Note that the recovered
wavefunction has both positive and negative lobes, so it is not the
square of the wavefunction, but the wavefunction itself, up to an
arbitrary phase.

Our orbital reconstruction method is similar to medical tomo-
graphy. However, we image a single orbital among many orbitals.
The coherence of the re-collision provides this specificity. Of all the
occupied or unoccupied states of the molecule, the re-colliding
electron wave packet is only coherent with the state from which it
tunnelled (or, as we will show below, with any other coherently
related state). Measurable high harmonic emission requires a macro-
scopic number of ionizing molecules, so only the coherent emission
interferes constructively and is observed experimentally. This coher-
ent filtering is conceptually similar to the homodyne detection
technique and is naturally implemented in harmonic generation.

Tomographic approaches have previously been used for molecu-
lar measurements, but in a very different way34,35. Although tomo-
graphic reconstruction algorithms are used, they are based on
‘rotations’ in the position–momentum phase-space distributions,
not physical rotations of an object. These techniques yield the one-
dimensional Wigner distribution W(x,p) of the phase-space density
of a vibrating34 or dissociating35 molecule. In contrast, we measure
the actual three-dimensional wavefunction of a single electron
orbital of a molecule.

Watching electrons move
So far, we have shown that we can take a snapshot of a molecular
orbital using 30-fs laser pulses. Thus, in a pump–probe experiment,
it is possible to image (probe) changes to molecular orbitals on the
timescale of nuclear motion (the femtosecond timescale). However,
electronic motion can be much faster. Can orbital imaging be
extended to measuring electronic wave packets? We now show
that the motion of this electronic wave packet can indeed be
mapped to the harmonic spectrum.

It may seem that measuring wave-packet dynamics contradicts
our assertion that the coherence of high harmonic generation selects
a single orbital. However, an electronic wave packet is a coherent
superposition of electronic states. Therefore, all states forming the
wave packet are coherent with the returning electron provided it
tunnelled from one or more of the states. They all contribute to the
induced dipole that emits harmonics, even though only the highest-
energy state contributed to the ionization. Therefore the relative
intensity of each harmonic will depend on the relative phases
between these electronic states.

To demonstrate how the bound-state wave-packet motion
appears in harmonic spectra, we use the one-dimensional time-
dependent Schrödinger equation to simulate an electron in a
diatomic potential in the presence of an intense laser field. The
field is chosen at a wavelength of 1.6 mm and duration of 8 fs to
induce a single re-collision. To form a fast-moving bound-state
wave packet, two electronic states with energy difference of
DE ¼ 9.5 eV are equally populated before the arrival of the laser
pulse. This energy difference corresponds to wave-packet motion
with a period of 435 as. By varying the initial phase of the two states,
we perform a numerical pump–probe measurement of the wave-
packet motion.

Figure 5 shows the calculated harmonic spectrum versus the
initial phase of the two states. The structure in the harmonic
spectrum synchronizes with the bound-state wave-packet motion.
Both the modulation in the single time delay spectrum and the
movement of the modulation in the pump–probe spectrum
measure wave-packet dynamics.

Promises and challenges
Our experimental condition—N2 illuminated by an 800-nm pulse
at an intensity of 2 £ 1014 W cm22—is not special. Ionization
intensities of ,1014 W cm22 are typical for small- to intermedi-
ate-sized molecules36. For these laser parameters a re-collision
electron has a wavelength of 1–2 Å—the correct range for measuring
orbital structure. Thus, it appears feasible to extend tomography to
many other molecules, provided there is a general method for
determining a[k(q)]. This seems very promising. The phase depen-
dence of the ionization rate determines a[k(q)] up to a global
constant describing the total ionization probability. Theories of
time-dependent ionization of atoms29 and small molecules30 shows
that the phase-dependent ionization rate is determined mainly by
the ionization potential. If this remains true for more-complex
molecules, then a reference atom (or molecule) can always be found
to experimentally determine a[k(q)]. If a reference atom is not
possible then a[k(q)] can be characterized experimentally through
the ellipticity dependence of the harmonics24, and by directly
measuring the electron spectrum in elliptically or circularly polarized
light.

But does the strong electric field of the laser modify the orbital? In
small molecules the modification is small, because the re-colliding
electron returns near the zero-crossing of the optical field. However,
it may not be small in large molecules whose bound electrons can
move more freely: that is, where the molecular polarizability is
larger. Thus, it may be necessary to ‘shield’ the orbital from the
intense field. One method of shielding is to exploit traditional
spectroscopy. A state, first excited by resonant light, can provide the

Figure 5 A one-dimensional Schrödinger calculation shows that attosecond electronic

wave-packet motion is resolved in the high harmonic spectra. The bottom curve shows a

spectrum at a particular pump–probe delay time; the minima are due to interference

caused by the wave-packet motion. The top picture shows the spectra at a range of time

delays, showing that the minima move with pump–probe time delay. The simulation

populated the ground and first excited state (9.5 eV above ground) of a model atom to

create an electronic wave packet.
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continuum electron needed for tomography as long as it remains
coherent with the ground state. Because the excited state will ionize
much more easily than the ground state, tomography can be
performed at field strengths in which the ground-state wavefunction
is unperturbed. (Longer laser wavelengths will be required to keep the
electron kinetic energy high in order to maintain sufficient spatial
resolution.) Exploiting excited states has two additional advantages.
First, the direction of the transition moment selects the alignment of
those molecules that will ultimately ionize. Second, any orbital that
is optically accessible can be imaged, not just the HOMO.

The ability of harmonics to measure the three-dimensional
structure of orbitals is most important for molecular dynamics. It
should be possible to observe an orbital while it changes its
symmetry as a result of a curve-crossing, or to observe a chemical
bond being broken—the very foundations of chemistry. With our
wave-packet approach to align molecules, the only restriction is that
the molecular dynamics must be faster than the duration of a
rotational revival. To observe electronic rearrangement during
chemical dynamics we would need to add an additional pulse to
our pulse sequence37. Its function would be to induce dynamics. The
first pulse aligns the molecule; the second one initiates the
vibrational (or electronic) dynamics that we wish to study; and
the final pulse would produce the harmonic radiation that could
probe the evolution of the wavefunction. A

Methods
Experimental details
For all measurements, we used a pulsed gas jet with a density of ,1017 cm23 in the
interaction region. The laser beams were focused ,1 mm below the orifice of the gas
nozzle. The intensity of the pump pulse was set at ,4 £ 1013 W cm22. This intensity is
below the ionization threshold, where no ions are detected by a d.c.-biased electrode
placed near the gas jet, and no harmonic emission is detected. The intensity of the probe
pulse was estimated to be ,2 £ 1014 W cm22 from the cut-off of high harmonics. This
laser intensity is well below the saturation of ionization and harmonic generation,
ensuring that high harmonics are emitted mostly at the peak of the laser pulse without
depleting the ground state.

Tomographic procedure
The angular frequency q of the radiated extreme-ultraviolet field, and the wavenumber k
corresponding to the electron wave that produced it at the time of recollision, are related
by k(q) ¼ (2q)1/2 in atomic units. The transition dipole moment between the orbital
wavefunction and the continuum electron is d(q;v) ¼ ,w(r;v)jrjexp[ik(q)x] . . This is a
complex vector, and w(r;v) represents the orbital wavefunction rotated by Euler angle v.
Assuming perfect phase-matching, the extreme-ultraviolet signal that is emitted is given as
S(q;v) ¼ N2(v)q4ja[k(q)]d(q;v)j2. Here a[k(q)] is the complex amplitude of component
k of the continuum wave packet, and N(v) is the number of ions produced.

The value of a[k(q)] is determined experimentally by recording S(q) for a reference
argon atom whose orbital (2px), and hence d(q), is known. Hence,
a½kðqÞ� ¼ q22½Sref ðqÞ�

1=2½j, wref jrjk. j
2
�21=2. This calibration not only characterizes the

continuum wave packet, it also includes experimental factors such as detector efficiency.
Then S(q;v) is recorded for an unknown molecule, yielding its transition dipole

moment d(q;v). The definition of d(q;v) is a spatial Fourier transform of the orbital in the
x direction. We apply the Fourier slice theorem13 to do the inversion, with one important
modification. The Fourier transform contains the factor r, which, being defined in the
laboratory frame, does not rotate with the molecular frame, v.

The tomographic inversion requires two intermediate functions,

f xðx; yÞ ¼
v

X

q

X
½dxðq;vÞ cosvþ dyðq;vÞ sinv� exp½ikðqÞðx cosvþ y sinvÞ�

f yðx;yÞ ¼
v

X

q

X
½2dxðq;vÞ sinvþ dyðq;vÞ cosv� exp½ikðqÞðx cosvþ y sinvÞ�

Then the wavefunction is given as:

wðx;yÞ ¼ Reð f x=xþ f y=yÞ:

We must also include the angle dependence of the ionization rate to normalize each
spectrum. The ionization rate is known for simple molecules such as N2 (refs 30, 32) but
can be measured at the same time as the harmonic spectrum is being recorded33 simply by
measuring the total ion yield, N(v).
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